Introduction
According to INDA (the North American Association of the Nonwoven Fabrics Industry) "nonwoven fabrics are broadly defined as sheet or web structures bonded together by entangling fibre or filaments (and by perforating films) mechanically, thermally or chemically. They are not made by weaving or knitting and do not require converting the fibres to yarn [1] . Nonwoven fabrics are used in the automotive industry for a variety of applications due to their lightweight, sound efficiency, flexibility, versatility and easy tailored properties, low process and materials costs as well as an attractive cost/performance ratio [2, 3] . They are playing a key role in the automotive market. They can be found in cabin air filters, in moulded seat coverings, headliners, trunk liners and carpeting [4] . They can also provide interesting properties as lining materials because of their ease of handling, their shape adaptability characterised by a high formability potential [5e9] . Such materials can be manufactured by bonding together fibres or bundles to create a nonwoven network.
Nonwoven fabrics are manufactured in one continuous process directly from the raw material to the finished fabric [10] . This is particularly interesting to minimise the production cost and the impact on the environment [11] . Because of the low mechanical properties of composites manufactured from random nonwoven mats, researchers in recent years have been looking for highly aligned, yarn-based natural fibre reinforcement structures for the manufacture of composite components in load-bearing applications [12] . Miao et al. [12] compared, in the case of natural fibre based materials, the mechanical properties of thermoplastic composites elaborated from un-oriented fibres to the ones from aligned fibre yarns. By using an Ashby method, Shah [13] recently proved that the absolute and specific tensile properties of PFRP (plant fibre reinforced plastics) manufactured using nonwoven fabrics are globally 2 to 20 times lower than unidirectional reinforcement based composites. However, the ones elaborated from nonwoven based fabrics outperform unidirectional and multiaxial PFRPs in terms of property per unit cost. If all these studies mainly deal with the tensile mechanical behaviour of composites manufactured from nonwoven reinforcements, the identification of the mechanical properties of dried nonwoven preform has not been widely studied [14] . Experimental analysis conducted by Farukh et al. [14, 15] showed significant tensile strain abilities in the 50% range. They also showed that strong anisotropy in mechanical property could be observed because of the non-uniform orientation distribution of the fibres within the nonwoven structure. High deformability properties which are an advantage during manufacturing processes of composite materials may therefore be observed as a consequence of the large tensile strain abilities of the nonwoven fabric.
Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM) [16] is one of the main manufacturing process to produce composite parts for the transport industries [17, 18] . A lot of experimental [19e26] and numerical [27e32] studies concerning the draping stage of dry reinforcement, the first step of RTM process, were carried out to analyse the deformability of different reinforcements on more and more complex shapes. Many studies have been conducted about the preforming of carbon, glass and also natural fibre textiles in woven fabrics [20, 21, 25, 33, 34] , Non-Crimp-Fabrics [35e37], 3D interlock [38] , weft-knitted fabric [39] , and more recently braided reinforcements [40] were considered. However, the deformability of nonwoven reinforcements during the preforming step was not studied on the contrary to the resin flow characteristics (permeability) of natural fibre nonwoven during the injection step [41e43]. The behaviour of highly aligned reinforcements (woven, braided knitted, etc…) during the preforming step is characterised by complex coupled tensile, in-plane shear, bending but also and compaction deformations [28] . Criteria to define the feasibility to realize a particular shape are based on limits of these deformations, such as the locking angle [28, 44, 45] for the in-plane shear behaviour. Because of their manufacturing processes leading to a nonuniform orientation distribution of their fibres, the anisotropy and non-uniformity of nonwovens cannot be avoided. Consequently, the definition of criteria characterising the deformability during the preforming stage cannot be the same to the ones of highly aligned reinforcements. This study is dedicated to an experimental approach on the deformability of dried natural fibre nonwovens on a preforming device. A punch and die system was used to form hemispherical geometry and also a more complex square shape.
Materials and methods
Flax tows (Linum usitatissimum L. from the Normandy area of France) were used as reinforcement fibres in the nonwoven. The description of the fibres is presented in Table 1 . The industrial flaxfibre nonwoven was manufactured according to the carding/overlapping/needle punching technology [4] by EcoTechnilin SAS in France under its commercial name Fibrimat. Two nonwoven reinforcements with the areal densities of 300 g/m2 (F300) and 450 g/m2 (F450) are considered in this work. F300 and F450 share the same manufacturing process. A dry process involving carding during which the fibres are bound together and parallelized in the machine direction to form a batt is used before undergoing bonding by the needling process. The main properties of the flax-fibre nonwoven preforms are given in Table 2 . The areal density and the thickness of nonwoven were measured according to the standard methods ISO 3616 and ISO 9073 respectively. It can be noted that the standard deviation of the areal density is relatively high (10%) and is due to the non-homogeneity of both fabrics.
The mechanical characterization of nonwoven fabric in both Machine and Cross directions (MD and CD) was performed in this work. During the tensile test, it was observed that the specimen did not deform homogenously. Large local area density variations can be observed during the test. Consequently associated to global mechanical responses, it is necessary to perform more local analysis. Ten local zones are defined to analyse the evolution of their surfaces during the tensile tests as shown in Fig. 1 . Five symmetric up and below zones are defined on each test specimen. Each zone has the same initial surface area. Each test according to the ISO 13934-1 test method was repeated seven times. The crosshead speed used during the tensile test is 100 mm/min and the dimensions of the sample are 200 Â 50 mm 2 .
In order to investigate the formability behaviour of nonwoven fabrics during manufacturing, test specimens were prepared. The tested plies were cut in MD and CD (0/90 ply) and also in MDþ45 and CDþ45 directions (±45 ply). The surface dimensions of the specimens are 250 Â 250 mm 2 . A mark tracking technique was used to monitor the local deformations of the preform during the forming. The positions of the markers points are presented in Fig. 2 . These markers are placed from the centre of the reinforcement to the edges every 15 mm. A video camera installed on the forming device is used to measure the evolution of the markers position. Local zones are defined on the specimens. The evolution of local area density can be performed during forming. Two different preparations of specimen are shown in Fig. 2 with round (specimen A) or square (specimen B) zones, depending on the shape of the tools (hemi sphere for specimen A and square box for specimen B). The initial surface (S 0 ) of each zone is shown in Table 3 .
As the change of environment humidity may strongly influence the deformability behaviour of the nonwoven fabric because of the modification of the friction behaviour between the tool and the fabric [46] , the samples were dried in an oven at 60 C for 30 min before being rapidly tested on the forming device. The forming stage is very rapid (within the range of 15 s), consequently the modification of friction between the tools and the fabric due to the change of environment humidity can be negligible during forming tests.
Preforming tests of nonwoven fabrics were performed on a specific sheet forming device shown in Fig. 3a [38] . This device was designed to analyse the deformability of the double-curved shape manufacturing with a given textile reinforcement under different forming conditions (shape and size of punch, position and pressure of blank-holder …). The given flax-fibre nonwoven fabric was placed between the blank-holder and die (Fig. 3b) . Two types of punch were used in this study: the hemispherical and square box punches as described on Fig. 3b . Four pneumatic jacks, connected to the blank-holder, apply an adjustable pressure on the fabric. A low (0.01 MPa) and high pressure (0.2 MPa) were used in forming tests. In order to measure the evolution of local area density and monitor the forming defects by optical measurement, the "open-die" forming system is proposed. Another electric jack imposes the punch displacement. The punch displacement in hemispherical and square box forming tests was respectively 65 mm and 80 mm. A load sensor measures the punch force during the forming.
Results

Characterization of the tensile behaviour of flax-fibre nonwoven fabrics
Global scale
The evolution of the tensile force as a function of the strain applied to the nonwoven fabrics in CD and MD are shown in Fig. 4 . The tensile behaviour is characterised by large strains and anisotropy, as described by Farukh et al. [14, 15] . It can be noted that a higher effort and a smaller deformation are observed in both cases at the maximum load point in CD than in MD. The cohesion between the fibres is larger in the CD than in the MD. This can be understood by the fact that more friction due to higher entanglement between the fibres and bundles takes place in the CD than in the MD where the fibres are globally aligned during the fabrication process. The global tensile stiffness of the two reinforcements is presented in Table 4 . The stiffness ratio for both materials between the CD and the MD is equal to 1.3. This therefore confirms the global anisotropy of the reinforcements. One can also observe that the F450 fabric is more rigid in both cross and machine directions than the F300 one. A ratio of 1.5 has been calculated between the property measured from the F450 and the F300 and that for both machine and cross directions. These last results therefore show that the global stiffness properties are directly related to the increase in areal weight of the nonwoven fabrics as more entanglement and friction between fibres and bundles takes place when the areal weight is increased. It can be also observed that the standard deviation in CD is larger than in MD. This is mainly due to the fact that the fabric is more homogeneous in the MD than in the CD. It is directly related to the fabrication process of tested nonwoven fabrics.
Local scale
The surface evolution of the ten defined zones as a function of the global deformation of F300 specimen in cross and machine directions is presented in Fig. 5 . As expected by the observation of Fig. 1 , the surface area variation is not homogenous on the deformed specimen. In the MD, the surface area decreases in zones 1 to 4. It remains globally to a constant value in zone 5 close to the clamps. The maximum reduction of surface area is 35%. In the CD, the variation of surface area is very dependent on the zones. Some zones have a large decrease (maximum 25% in zone 2 up), some zones have a moderate increase (maximum 12% zone 3 below) and the surface area in some zones remain almost identical. Combining the surface variations in CD and MD, it can be observed that the sample is deformed more easily in MD than in CD. This observation is confirmed by the results of the global behaviour presented in Fig. 4 . Consequently, for tensile tests performed in the CD, the width decreases more rapidly than the expansion on length, and the surface area decreases in almost each zone. Regarding the zones 5, it has little variation of surface (little variation in length and width). The largest surface variations can be noted in the zones close to the central line of the specimens (zones 1 and 2). The local surface variation as a function of the global deformation curves of tensile test for F450 nonwoven fabric are shown in Fig. 6 . Similar conclusions than for F300 can be suggested. The surface variation is not homogenous. In CD, the surfaces of zones close to the clamps increase weakly (5%) or remain almost stable. Compared to the same zone of F300, it can be observed that the surface area decreases or increases with lower magnitudes. This is due to the fact that cohesion within the F450 fabric is more pronounced and is the result of more entanglement and frictions between fibres and bundles constituting the nonwoven fabric. In MD, the surface area of more zones tends to increase; the expansion on length is more rapid than the shortening in width during the tensile test. Compared to F300, F450 is more homogeneous and the variation of the surfaces in MD is less important.
Bending behaviour
Bending is one of the most important deformation mode for composite reinforcement. The bending stiffness can be determined by KES or cantilever tests [47e49]. This stiffness is low. This may be due to the possible motions between the fibres and. However, the bending stiffness has an important role in the fabric deformability and is one of the parameter that controls the appearance of forming defects such as wrinkling and buckling. Table 5 presents the bending stiffness of nonwoven fabrics F300 and F450 obtained by cantilever test. It can be noted that the bending stiffness in CD is higher than in MD for both F300 and F450 fabrics. Compared to the bending stiffness in MD, it shows an increase of 30% and 50% in CD for F300 and F450 respectively. This suggests that the bending stiffness rise is also related to the increase in areal weight. However, the increase ratio between the F450 and F300 is not identical in CD and MD on the contrary to what was observed for the tensile tests. This may be due to the fact that bending is a combination of both tensile and compressive solicitations.
Forming of nonwoven fabrics
Observation during forming: local and global deformation steps
As an open matrix is used, it is possible to observe the local and general behaviour of the nonwoven fabrics during forming. To achieve both hemispherical and square box shapes, several investigations of a preliminary nature were performed. It was observed first that the bending stiffness of both reinforcements is too high in both directions to allow their forming without the use of a blank-holder device. When the blank-holder is used, it was observed that the shape can be obtained even though a careful choice of pressure is necessary to avoid the presence of defects. This will be discussed in the following section. Fig. 7 shows the hemispherical and square box shapes at the end of the forming process for both reinforcements and for both initial orientation positioning on the device. During forming, it was observed that both local and global deformations of the reinforcement (or membrane) takes place. Local deformation of the nonwoven fabric takes place first. This mechanism is characterised by local movement or migration of fibres and groups of fibres (Bundles) within the fibrous structure. The local areas of the reinforcements are increased and the density of fibre decreases. This phenomenon is particularly visible for the hemispherical forming ( Fig. 7a and b) where the size of markers points increases in the useful zone. While local deformations are taking place, no displacement within the blank-holder is observed. In a second phase of the forming process, when the punch reached a certain depth, the global deformation of the membrane starts. This global deformation of the membrane characterised by its sliding under the blank-holder can be evaluated by the draw-in parameter. This 
Table 4
Tensile stiffness in both directions of the F300 and F450 nonwoven fabrics.
Nonwoven fabric Machine direction
Cross direction
phenomenon is detailed in section 3.3.3. It is also very interesting to observe that after both hemispherical and square box forming, the 0/90 plies show deformation symmetries in the horizontal and vertical axes ( Fig. 7a and c) whereas the deformed ±45 plies are symmetric according to the bias directions. This is once again characteristic of the global behaviour of the fabric during forming that does not take into account the global tension behaviour determined in section 3.1. It is therefore essential to understand the forming behaviour of both nonwoven fabrics by investigating global and local properties.
Forming defects
3.3.2.1. Wrinkling. As one of the most common defects, wrinkling can be observed frequently in woven-textile reinforcement forming [19, 28, 50, 51] . Boisse et al. [28] have pointed out that wrinkling is a global phenomenon that depends on all strains and stiffnesses. It also depends on the forming boundary conditions. The wrinkles are due to an out of plane deformation mechanism that takes place because too much matter tries to come in a certain zones of the shape. This is the case when two zones of the shape try to come close together. This mechanism cannot really be accommodated by planar deformation within the membrane like it is the case for woven fabrics where in-plane shear takes place. As a consequence, another deformation mechanism appears and this one is characterised by out of plane deformation. During the square box forming, previous studies [19, 51] about woven textile showed the high shear deformations on the lateral edges. With nonwoven fabric, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , the notion of in-plane shear does not exist and wrinkles appear. During the forming the material is subjected to a tensile load coming from the blank-holder pressure and the punch displacement. The wrinkling phenomenon can be observed (Fig. 8) for the square box forming of F450 under 0.01 MPa blank-holder pressure. When a small blank-holder pressure is applied during the forming, the tensile load is too weak to prevent wrinkles. However, the wrinkles disappear when a sufficient load is applied. For example, no wrinkles were observed when a blank-holder pressure of 0.2 MPa was applied. When a sufficiently large blank-holder pressure is applied, the tension of the membrane increases, and local deformations also increase. In these conditions, less matter tends to come close together and the wrinkling defect does not appear.
Slippage/damage of network.
Another defect observed in zones where the fabric shows low fibre area density may be observed. It is characterised by a lack of fibres, or by fibre vacancies. These types of defects are illustrated in Fig. 9 for the F300 nonwoven in both hemispherical and square box forming under a high blank-holder pressure (0.2 MPa). Fig. 9a shows a lack of fibre densities. Fig. 9b and c shows severe damages and a loss of the fabric integrity. This phenomenon is due to the fact that fibres and bundles, submitted to high in-plane tension strains, slide within the fibrous structure towards the outside part of the shape. Lacks of fibre densities at the origin of fibre vacancies can then be observed. As the standard deviation of the areal density of our nonwoven in initial state is 10% (shown in Table 2 ), it can be considered that the beginning of the slippage defect begins at 10% evolution of local areal density or 10% evolution of local areal surface. The position of damaged zone depends on the structure of the nonwoven fabric and the forming conditions.
Global scale analysis
Material draw-in.
During the forming process, one can expect that the material draw-in is associated to a global deformation of reinforcement during the forming process even though local non homogeneous deformations take place. The maximum material draw-in in CD and MD for 0/90 ply and CDþ45 and MDþ45 for ±45 plies are shown in Fig. 10 . It was measured on pictures taken from a central point of view, perpendicular to the surface of the preform. A sufficient distance was chosen to reduce the errors due to the shooting. Fig. 10a presents only the results of the hemispherical preforming with a 0.2 MPa blank-holder pressure because a very weak draw-in was observed in the test using the blank-holder pressure of 0.01 MPa for both materials. Fig. 10b shows draw-in results measured on square box shape under blankholder pressure of 0.01 MPa for both F300 and F450 nonwoven fabrics and under blank-holder pressure of 0.2 MPa for only F450 fabrics because F300 fabrics were completely damaged (with large vacancies) under the higher pressure (0.2 MPa).
From Fig. 10a it can be noted that a higher draw-in is observed in CD than in MD for 0/90 ply in all of the hemispherical preforming tests. This phenomenon reflects the anisotropy observed during the tensile tests. This is probably due to the fact that the global stiffness in the CD is larger. As a consequence, local deformations take place for higher levels of loads and the draw-in is less affected by local phenomena than for the MD. One can also note that lower draw-ins are observed on the 0/90 F450 reinforcement. This is particularly the case for the MD where the draw-in is decreased by 63% whereas it is only decrease by 13% in the CD. The decrease in draw-in for the F450 may be due to the fact that the shape is accommodated with more ease as a result of higher local movements within the nonwoven structure as more mater is present in this reinforcement. As a consequence, lower global movement of the membrane is required. In this case, one can conclude that even if draw-in is characteristic of a global material scale movement, this one also depends, in a large extent, on local deformations. In ±45 ply preforming, the draw-ins through CDþ45 and MDþ45 do not show any significant difference. It is due to the loading conditions and this behaviour is classical and in accordance to the ones observed for non-balanced woven fabrics [52] . The comparison between the two materials shows that the draw-in is strongly depends on the areal weight of nonwoven fabric. This therefore reflects the fact that the nonwoven fabrics exhibit a global identified behaviour during forming as the material is more rigid. Fig. 10b shows that no significant difference can be observed between the draw-in measured in the 0/90 forming between the F300 and the F450 fabrics for the 0.01 MPa blank-holder pressure. As the blank-holder pressure is low the fabric has the ability to slide easily between them and the matrix without any local deformation between the shape and the blank-holder. One can also observe that the reinforcements are not completely tightly placed on the square box shape. This was actually confirmed by the presence of wrinkling defects when a low blank-holder pressure was used. Similar results were observed for the ±45 directions. With a higher blankholder pressure, the draw-in was increased for both 0/90 and ±45 for the F450 reinforcement. This is due to the fact that the reinforcement is in this case more tightly placed on the shape and in these conditions, more material needs to slide between the blank-holders to accommodate the shape. Draw-in increase (for the higher blank holder pressure) of 40% can be observed in both MD and CD for 0/90 positioning and 70 and 60% increase for MDþ45 and CDþ45 for the ±45 positioning. The draw-in increase in the ±45 positioning is larger than for the 0/90 case because lower local deformations were recorded for this initial positioning (Fig. 13 in local scale analysis).
Punch force.
The punch force required to apply in order to maintain the fabric on the punch at the end of the forming process was measured and shown in Table 6 . It can be noted in a first extent that a larger punch force is required for the same fabric when a higher blank-holder pressure was used. This was expected because the role of the blank-holder is to control and limit the movement of the fabric by applying a pressure on it. When submitted to a higher blank-holder pressure, the sliding of the fabric between the blank- holder and the matrix becomes more and more difficult and requires a higher punch force. Under the same blank-holder pressure, the punch force is slightly higher for the preforming of 0/90 ply than for the ±45 ply. For the same orientation, a more important force is required to achieve the preforming of F450 fabric than the preforming of F300 fabric. The difference is probably due to the higher cohesion of the fibres and bundles within the fibrous structure. This is due in our case to the higher areal weight of the F450 fabric. As the cohesion due to more entanglement implies more friction when the local strains takes place, a higher load is required to locally deform the structure before. Moreover, under the same forming conditions, the square box preforming requires a higher load than for the hemispherical preforming. This is mainly attributed to a larger displacement of the punch and to the complex shape geometry of this punch that imply higher local deformations (shown in Table 7 ). The maximum punch force cannot be noted in the square box preforming of F300 fabric under 0.2 MPa pressure, as the network of nonwoven fabric is completely damaged.
Local scale analysis of fibre density
As presented previously in tensile tests, the nonwoven fabrics do not deform homogeneously. Strong variation of area density in each local zone during the forming may be observed. In order to quantify the evolution of local area density, the measurement of local surface area was performed. It was considered that no fibre leaves its original area. The initial surface area of each zone is given in Table 3 . After the forming the surface area of each zone was measured. Fig. 11 shows that the initially circularly placed markers points keep their circular geometry in all of the five defined zones. Moreover, the markers point themselves increase in size but keep their circular geometry. Consequently, zone 1 is a spherical cap and zones 2e5 are one part of spherical cap. The curved surface area of the spherical cap can be calculated by using equation (1):
In hemispherical forming.
where R is the radius of sphere and h is the height of the cap. The height of the cap was directly measured on the shape, but it is directly dependent on the imposed punch displacement. In geometry, the radius of the base of the cap (a i ) observed in lateral view (Fig. 11b) is equal to the radius of circle (r i ) observed in bottom view (Fig. 11a) . Thanks to the markers, r i can be measured by optical method. Consequently, the points 1e4 can be obtained on the 3D deformed shape noted in Fig. 11b . When the positions of the points 1e4 are determined, the height of the cap h i can be measured geometrically. Fig. 12 presents the percentage increase of surface area for each local zone (see Fig. 2 ) of F300 fabric after the hemispherical forming for 0/90 and ±45 orientations under two different blank-holder pressure conditions. For the two orientations, the defined areas follow the same evolution. For F300 under a weak blank-holder pressure (0.01 MPa), the surfaces evolution shows, from the top of the hemisphere, an increasing of the percentage then a decreasing when getting closer to the base of the hemisphere. The zones closer to the blank-holder (base of the useful zone) have smaller surface increases and the surface of the zone 5 remains unchanged. For 0/90 oriented blanks submitted to a high blankholder pressure (0.2 MPa), the percentage increase of the surfaces is more important, and the evolution of surfaces area decreases almost linearly from the top to the base of the hemisphere. The top zone (zone 1) deformed at first, has a biggest augmentation of surface area (z47%). For this fabric, the measurements confirm a strong inhomogeneity of the local density in each zone which evolution depends on the pressure applied and on the initial orientation. For the ±45 orientation similar trends are observed, with however larger surface increases (a maximum of 60% in comparison to 47%) in the case of the 0.2 MPa blank-holder pressure. The ±45 is therefore more sensitive to the surface increase for a similar blank-holder pressure and probably to the appearance of the vacancy defect. Fig. 13 shows the evolution of surfaces during the hemispherical forming for the F450 fabrics. Compared to F300 0/90 ply, a similar surface increase evolution can be observed for 0.01 MPa blankholder pressure. The surface increases are however larger than for the F300 and can reach values of about 45% that are higher by 10% than for the F300 value. For a strong blank-holder pressure the F450 fabrics exhibit a more homogeneous behaviour, illustrated by nearly identical surface increases in all zones. All the surfaces, in the useful zone of the hemisphere are deformed quasi similarly during forming. The levels of surface increase are globally higher (up to z70%) than for the F300 reinforcement, and the zones close to the base of hemisphere (zones 4 and 5) have a significant increase of their surfaces on the contrary to what was observed on the F300 fabric. One can believe that the loads leading to the homogeneous strains are more equally distributed within the fibrous structure. This may be attributed to the larger amount of fibres which allows better distribution of the loads in all the membrane without local concentrations. For the ±45 orientation, similar trends were observed than for the 0/90 orientation.
3.3.4.2.
In square box forming. The deformed zones after square box forming are shown in Fig. 14 . From initial positions only zones 1 and 2 remains on the top face of the square box and their surfaces can be measured. For the square box forming, the initial square zones (1 and 2) do not completely keep their initial geometry and rectangles zones can be observed in Fig. 14 even though this phenomenon is not very much pronounced. The tensile behaviour anisotropy is therefore present at this level but with a relative low magnitude in comparison to the one measured during the tensile tests. Zone 3 is located, after preforming, between the top and the side faces. It is very difficult to measure precisely the surface area of deformed zone 3. As there is one part of the deformed zone 4 outside the useful zone, it is not interesting to obtain surface area of this zone. This work therefore concentrates on zones 1 and 2 for the previously exposed reasons. The percentage increases of surface area of these zones after forming are reported in Table 7 , for both orientations and pressure conditions. The surface increase measurements were not performed for the F300 fabric forming submitted to 0.2 MPa blank-holder pressure because large vacancies of fibre were taking place and completely damaged the fabric. At equivalent conditions of forming (orientation, pressure applied), compared to F450 fabric forming, the percentage increase of surface area in the same zone is more important for the F300 fabric forming. Surface increases of more than 80% are observed on the F300 fabric for low blank holder pressure. Almost similar surface increases were evaluated on the F450 fabric for the same blankholder pressure for the 0/90 ply and lower increases for the ±45 ply (66 and 72% for zones 1 and 2 respectively). It is also important to note that large surface increases were measured in zones 1 and 2 of the formed square boxes. Larger surface increases superior to 100% (up to 111% in zone 1) were also measured while the reinforcement was submitted to the 0.2 MPa pressure for the 0/ 90 initial positioning. Surface increases of 98 and 89% were measured for the ±45 direction. The percentage increases with the pressure, but it is higher than the ones obtained during the hemispherical forming, due to the higher global load applied (Table 6) . At this level of load, the evolution of surfaces seems to be more homogeneous between zones.
Discussion: specificities associated to the forming of nonwoven fabrics
The results presented in section 3 show that it is possible to perform double curvature shapes from commercially available nonwoven fabrics such as a hemisphere. A more complex shape with triple curvature points was also formed with success. However, forming defects may appear and it is important to predict the feasible process conditions. In a first extent, it is important to use a blank-holder system to apply a sufficient tension level to the fabric. This is necessary to prevent the appearance of the wrinkling defect that is due to in-plane compression of the fabric membrane. By applying a sufficient tension on it, the compression effect can be annealed. However, this level of tension should not be too high as this may be the cause of vacancy appearance. The vacancies are characterised by local lacks of fibre density and are due to local migration of fibres towards tension loads points. This work shows however that for the square box forming, the nonwoven fabric with the higher areal weight is more suitable to realize this complex shape as very large local surface increases take place in several local zones of the shape. The surface increase in particular zones of the shape may reach values that can be higher than 100% without visually observing the vacancy defect. This clearly indicates that the deformation potential of the nonwoven fabrics is therefore important especially if the initial areal weight is sufficient to allow local fibre migrations in high in-plane tension zones. The deformation potential of the fabric is probably dependant on the cohesion of the fibres and bundles within the fibrous structure. This cohesion level should be sufficiently high to avoid any premature degradation with fast appearance of vacancies, but not too important to allow the local migrations of fibres.
However, as several local surfaces increase, the fibre density also locally decreases in some specific zones of the shape. The in-plane and transverse permeabilities are therefore not homogeneous and this should be taken into account for the impregnation process by the Liquid Composite Moulding process for example. This point should also be considered by the composite part designer to predict the mechanical properties of their part.
This work also demonstrated that local and global deformations of the fibrous membrane did not necessarily take place simultaneously. At the beginning of forming, local tensile deformation at the origin of surface increases takes place in a first extent. From a punch depth that depends on the shape of the fabric, the process parameters, the material properties, the global deformation mechanism of the membrane is activated and is characterised by draw-in that only appears at that time. The draw-in magnitude is direction dependant when the test specimens are place with a 0/ 90 orientation. This point is in good agreement with the global anisotropic tensile behaviour of the fabric (due to the fibre alignment during the manufacturing process) determined by out of the process tests.
The local deformations have been measured during nonwoven fabrics forming. Symmetrical local deformations at 0 and 90 orientations of the fabrics were observed during the hemispherical forming, and low extent anisotropy was observed for the square box forming. This point is particularly interesting and represents a specificity of the nonwoven fabric behaviour during forming. Even if the anisotropic behaviour of the fabrics was clearly established by the tensile test and well understood by the alignment of fibres during the manufacturing process, the results of the tensile test should be observed with a certain care. Particularly, one could expect that the maximum deformation levels determined during these tests are the maximum limits that should not be overcome locally during surface increases. This probably means that both parameters are probably not directly related because surface increases larger by a great extent than the maximum limit established during the tensile test were measured. Local tensile strains should therefore be measured during forming to establish a better link between the forming observations and the tensile tests. The lack of correspondence between the tensile deformation values and the surface increases may also be due to size effect of the tensile test specimens that are not convenient for this type of characterization and to different fibre distribution that take place during the tensile test and the forming process.
Conclusions
The production of nonwoven fabrics from natural fibres required less energy than classical woven fabrics. These materials are already produced at an industrial level for simple curvature semistructural part in the automotive industry. To develop their use for technical applications this work investigates the possibility to form double curvature parts such as a hemisphere as well as a more complex shape such as a square box which possess four triple curvature points. By choosing the right process parameters and reinforcements with sufficiently large enough areal weights, it is demonstrated that it is possible to form the expected shapes without any apparent defect such as vacancies or wrinkles. The high deformation potential of the nonwoven fabrics is established. The specific behaviour of the nonwoven fabrics is studied by analysing the local and global deformation mechanisms of the reinforcement during forming. During the process, local deformations characterised by the increase of surface of defined zones and a global deformation of the fabric that is characterised by the draw-in under the blank-holder. The variation of the local surface area as a function of the local fibre density will be an important parameter to characterize the deformability of nonwoven fabric and its consequence on the permeability during resin injection step. The specific behaviour of the nonwoven fabric should be taken into account for future modelling of the forming and impregnation processes.
